
My Core Competency, Grade 10. 

Communication: 

This acrostic poem will demonstrate how I communicate best in 

school work, socialization and sports. I believe that for me to 

communicate my best, I have to consider the following aspects 

before sharing my work with others. 

C - Collaboration with others allows me to be influenced by other opinions and it

will strengthen my bond with other people, which usually allows for healthy 

friendships and communication.  

O - Optimism while working on school work with others allows us to produce the

best work possible, so when we present it or hand it in, we are confident with 

ourselves.

M - Media is how I learn of global events, my peer's lives, and it is a very

prominent source of communication in todays world.

M - Making Posters is how I typically choose to show my work, I really enjoy

working with paper and I appreciate having a visual diagram for everyone to look at.

U - Uniqueness is what I aim for in all my communicating. Whether it be school

work, sports, or work, I want to stand out as kind and hard working. It is very 

important to me that I always portray an image that fits who I really am. 

N – Neatness is crucial to me in all my school work, and I make sure that is

demonstrated when I present posters to my classes.



I – Interest is what pushes me to do my best in everything I do. While 

communicating, I'm more passionate and excited to learn if I'm interested in the 

subject matter.   

C – Consideration in the quality of the demonstration of our learning is very 

important in effectively communicating our findings with others.  

A – Accepting advice from my teachers and coaches on my work is how I produce 

the best version of myself. When taking their words into consideration, I allow 

myself to have a growth mindset that will let me get better in whatever I'm doing. 

T – Talking with others is how I naturally source most of my information. It is 

important that we socialize, because it creates healthy relationships and develops 

social skills that are mandatory in life.  

I - Independent reading  or writing time is a task I really appreciate when given 

to me, because it allows me to pursue a topic of interest and develop a broader 

understanding of it.  

O – Online sources, such as PowerPoint, Prezi, or Office365 have never let me 

down when it comes to creating presentations that are tidy, effective, and easy to 

do. 

N – Networking with other people allows me to share ideas, learn from other 

opinions, and create bonds with people who share similar interests as me.  

 

 

 


